Graduate Teaching Assistant

Start Date: September 2019
End Date: December 2019
Hours: 6 hours per week, over 4 months
Salary: $1,003.71 – $1,215.63 per month
Research Supervisors: Dr. Bonnie Stelmach
Application Deadline Date: August 1st, 2019

Description of the context for the teaching activities:

The professor is seeking an opportunity to mentor a graduate student in teaching context. The student will contribute to course design, as instructor intends to revamp current EDPS 410, experiment with blended learning and refocus learning outcomes to align it with the updated TQS.

This mentorship is ideal for a graduate student who has academic life as a career intention because this GTA will give the student a rare opportunity to plan for and experience undergraduate teaching.

Specific duties

- Co-teach and take the lead in classes, if they choose.
- The student will also participate in assessment.

Qualifications:

• Strong research and writing skills and an ability to work independently
• Maintain a GPA of 3.0 or above throughout the academic year
• Desired skills/experience (please include any/all in your cover letter)

Applications should be sent to Izabela Martyniak (martynia@ualberta.ca)